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3. LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 

For the case where no exception time is specified for inoperable components, this time is assumed to be zero.  

*In the event, that service water temperature exceeds 90OF the unit shall be placed in at least hot shutdown 
within the next seven hours, and be in at least cold shutdown within the following thirty hours unless service 
water temperature is reduced to 90OF or less within these time intervals as measured from initial discovery or 
until the reactor is placed in a condition where this service water temperature is not applicable.  

3.1 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

Applicabiliy 

Applies to the operating status of the Reactor Coolant System; operational components; heatup; cooldown; 
criticality; activity; chemistry and leakage.  

Objective 

To specify those limiting conditions for operation of the Reactor Coolant System which must be met to ensure 
safe reactor operation.  

Specification 

A. OPERATIONAL COMPONENTS 

1. Coolant Pumps 

a. When a reduction is made in the boron concentration of the reactor coolant, at least one reactor 
coolant pump or one residual heat removal pump (connected to the Reactor Coolant System) 
shall be in operation.  

b. When the reactor coolant system T , is greater than 350'F and electrical power is available to 
the reactor coolant pumps, and as permitted during special plant evolutions, at least one reactor 
coolant pump shall be in operation. All reactor coolant pumps may be de-energized for up to 1 
hour provided no operations are permitted that would cause dilution of the reactor coolant 
system boron concentration, and core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10OF below 
saturation temperature.  

C. When the reactor coolant system Tavg is greater than 200'F and less than 350'F, and as 
permitted during special plant evolutions, at least one reactor coolant pump or one residual heat 
removal pump (connected to the Reactor Coolant System) shall be in operation. All reactor 
coolant pumps may be de-energized with RHR not in service for up to 1 hour provided no 
operations are permitted that would cause dilution of the reactor coolant system boron 
concentration, and core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10OF below saturation 
temperature.  

d. When the reactor coolant system Tavg is less than 2000F, but not in the refueling operation 
condition, and as permitted during special plant evolutions, at least one residual heat removal 
pump (connected to the Reactor Coolant System) shall be in operation.  

3.1-1 
Amendment No. $ 
*This specification expires at 0001 hours, October 1, 1988



The containment cooling and iodine removal functions are provided by two independent systems: (a) fan-coolers plus charcoal f iIt e rs and (b) containment spray with sodium hydroxide addition. During normal power operation, the five fan-coolers are required to remove heat lost from equipment and piping within containment at desi n conditions (with a cooling water temperature of 85 0F).* ()In the event of a Design Basis Accident, any one of the following combinations will provide sufficient cooling to reduce containment pressure at a rate consistent with limiting off-site doses to acceptable values: (1) five fan-cooler units, (2) two containment spray pumps, (3) three fan-cooler units and one spray pump. Also in the event of a Design Basis Accident, three charcoal filters (and their associated recirculation fans) in operation, along with one containment spray pump and sodium hydroxide addition, will reduce airborne organic and molecular iodine activities sufficiently to limit offsite doses to acceptable values. (5) These constitute the minimum safeguards for iodine removal, and are capable of being operated on emergency power with one diesel generator 
inoperable.  

If off-site power is available or all diesel generators are operating to provide emergency power, the remaining installed iodine removal equipment (two charcoal filters and their associated fans, and one containment spray pump and sodium hydroxide addition) can be operated to provide iodine removal in excess of the minimum requirements. Adequate power for operation of the redundant containment heat removal systems (i.e., five fan-cooler units or two containment spray pumps) is assured by the availability of off-site power or operation of all emergency diesel generators.  

Due to the distribution of the five fan cooler units and two containment spray pumps on the 480 volt buses, the closeness to which the combined equipment approaches minimum safeguards varies with which particular component is out of service. Accordingly, the allowable out of service periods vary according to which component is out of service. Under no conditions do the combined equipment degrade below minimum safeguards.  

3.3-17 
*A cooling water temperature of 901F is in effect until 
0001 hours, October 1, 1988.
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SAFETY EVALUATION OF 
PROPOSED EMERGENCY TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
RELATED TO 90'F SERVICE WATER TEMPERATURE 

Section I - Description of Changes 

The Authority is requesting an emergency technical specification 
change which revises paragraph 3. of the Indian Point 3 Technical 
specifications. The purpose of this emergency change is to permit 
seven hours before requiring the plant to be in the hot shutdown 
condition when service water temperature exceeds 90*F. The basis 
of Technical Specification 3.3 is also changed to reflect an 90*F 
cooling water temperature. It is requested that this proposed 
emergency change to the IP-3 Technical Specifications be placed in 
effect only until October 1, 1988.  

Section II - Evaluation of Changes 

In the event that service water temperature exceeds 90*F, the 
propsed changes allow seven hours to place IP-3 in hot shutdown and 
within the following 30 hours to be in cold shutdown. This change 
is necessitated by a rise in river water temperature due to a 
protracted heat wave in the Northeast, which is causing service 
water temperature to exceed the design temperature. As the 
duration of peak river water temperature is limited to three 
to five hours at mean high tide, the granting of this waiver is 
expected to permit full power operation for the limited duration of 
peak river water temperature.  

The proposed change recommends placing the plant in hot shutdown 
within seven hours and in cold shutdown within the following thirty 
hours if the service water temperature exceeds 900F. The seven 
hour Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) is justified because 
the thermal phenomenon is tidal dependent and therefore is readily 
predictable and of a short duration. Operating with a seven hour 
LCO, prevents unnecessary cycling of the plant, unneeded plant 
shutdowns and the creation of additional thermal stresses. In 
addition, a similar seven hour LCO has been approved by the NRC for 
a plant of similar design and age as IP-3.
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The Authority has performed a nuclear safety evaluation 
(NSE-88-03-117 SWS, Rev. 0) which demonstrates the acceptability of 
continued plant operation with a service water temperature of 90°F.  
This NSE was based on a Justification for Continued Operation (JCO) 
performed by Westinghouse for a service water of 90°F at IP-3.  
A description of the operation of all applicable equipment is 
discussed in the NSE and JCO. JCO recommendations to maintain CCWS 
temperature in specification have been incorporated in procedures.  
Included as Appendix A to this submittal is the NSE and all 
associated attachments (including the JCO) which provide the 
specific technical details of the analysis performed.  

It is the Authority's position that this emergency change to the 
IP-3 Technical Specifications should remain effective until October 
1, 1988. This conclusion is based on information contained in, 
"The Final Environmental Statement Related to the Operation of 
Indian Point Nuclear Generating Plant Unit No. 3 (NUREG-75/002)," 
dated February, 1975. Table 11-3 of this study (see Appendix 
B) provides a ten year composite (1959 - 1968) of average Hudson 
River temperatures in the vicinity of Indian Point 3. This table 
indicates that the Hudson River reaches annual high temperature 
plateaus from mid-July through mid-September, after which 
temperature starts decreasing. With weather forecasts in the 
Northeast predicting no relief in sight for the current heat wave, 
it is likely that river temperature decrease may not commence until 
the latter part of September. Therefore, October 1, is a good 
estimate of when the daily peak temperature of the Hudson River 
should remain below 85°F, precluding the need for the requested 
LCO.  

Section III - Review of 10 CFR 50.91 EmerQency Situation Criteria 

Paragraph 10 CFR 50.91(a)(5) describes three criteria that must be 
satisfied for the Commission to find that an emergency situation 
exists. Each criteria is quoted and addressed below.  

(1) "...failure to act in a timely way would result in derating or 
shutdown, or in prevention of either resumption of operation 
or of increase in power output up to the plant's licensed power 
level,..." 

Failure to approve this emergency change to the Technical 
Specifications will result in the derating or shutdown of the 
plant whenever service water temperature exceeds 90°F. River 
water is peaking above 870F on a daily basis and could peak 
above 90°F during tide changes. Until the current heat wave 
and its effects subside, IP-3 can be expected to cycle down and 
up in power each day unless this relief in specifications is 
granted.
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(2) ".a licensee requesting an amendment must explain why this 
emergency situation occurred and ... " 

This emergency situation occurred due to a protracted heat wave 
in the Northeast causing river water temperature to exceed the 
850F cooling water temperature described in the basis of the 
Technical Specifications. With no current LCO or specification 
for service water temperature, it is conservatively assumed 
that no exception time applies for exceeding this temperature 
and the plant must be in hot shutdown within four hours as 
required in other parts of the Technical Specifications where 
no exception time applies.  

(3) "1... why it could not avoid this situation,..." 

The short notice required by this emergency change could not 
have been avoided. The length and degree of the current heat 
wave could not have been foreseen. This region is on record 
pace for the number of 900F plus air temperature days for one 
summer. Early on when it became apparent that a significant 
break in the weather might not occur, the Authority initiated 
an engineering review to evaluate the impact on the IP-3 
accident analyses of elevated cooling water temperatures. This 
three-to-four week effort culminated in a safety evaluation for 
an increase to a 90*F service water temperature.  

Section IV - No Significant Hazards Evaluation 

Consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.92, the enclosed 
application is judged to involve no significant hazards based on 
the following information: 

(1) Does the proposed license amendment involve a significant 
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated? 

Response: 

This change will not increase the probability of an occurrence 
or consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment 
important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR. Plant 
operation at service water temperatures up to 90OF will not 
result in peak accident containment pressure in excess of the 
containment design pressure nor above the maximum pressure at 
which containment and associated pressure containing components 
have been periodically tested. The component cooling system 
and the equipment cooled by it will remain operable to perform 
their safety related function during and following a design
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basis event. The addition of an LCO providing shutdown 
requirements when 900F service water temperature is exceeded 
adds restrictions to plant operations in an area where no 
previous specification existed and does not impact accidents 
previously evaluated. Accordingly, neither the probability 
of an occurrence nor the consequences of an accident or 
malfunction of equipment important to safety will be increased.  

(2) Does the proposed license amendment create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated? 

Response: 

The proposed changes, as analyzed, do not involve new or 
different kind of accidents, from those previously evaluated.  
Plant operation at service water temperature up to 90*F does 
not create the possibility of an accident or malfunction of any 
type, other than those previously evaluated in the FSAR. This 
clarification on the application of LCO action requirements 
in the event service water exceeds 90*F does not create the 
possibility of a new or different accident.  

(3) Does the proposed amendment involve a significant 

reduction in a margin of safety? 

Response: 

A significant reduction in a margin of safety is not involved.  
The containment integrity analysis was reanalyzed for 
operation with service water temperature of 90OF at an initial 
containment temperature of 130*F. The increase in service 
water temperature to 90OF impacts the heat removal ability 
of the containment Fan Cooler Units and results in a slight 
increase in the peak containment pressure (less than 1.5 psi) 
to 40.73 psig. The design case for an initial containment 
temperature of 120*F and service water temperature of 90*F 
was evaluated. For this case, peak containment pressure was 
shown to remain below 40.6 psig, the peak pressure stated in 
the basis of the Technical Specifications for the original 
containment integrity analysis. In both cases, the peak 
pressure is well below the containment design pressure of 47 
psig. Containment leak rate testing has been performed at 
pressures in excess of the 40.73 psig peak containment accident
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pressure calculated for 90*F service water temperature and 
l3O*F containment temperature.  

The component cooling loop has been evaluated for a service 
water supply temperature of 90*F. The loop will provide 
sufficient cooling to enable continued sump and core 
recirculation following a LOCA. All safety-related heat loads 
served by Component Cooling during the recirculation phase have 
been evaluated at a service water temperature of 900F. In each 
case all required equipment is shown to remain operable at the 
elevated temperature of 90*F over the time period for which it 
must function.  

The peak accident containment pressure is shown to be less than 
the original containment integrity analysis (40.6 psig) with 
containment temperature at 120*F. For a containment temperature of 
130'F, the peak pressure is only slightly more at 40.73 psig, which 
is less than the test pressures for all past containment integrated 
leak rate tests. All required safety related equipment and 
loads cooled by service water and component cooling water systems 
have been shown to remain operable for an initial service water 
temperature of 90*F. Therefore plant operation at service water 
temperatures up to 90*F does not constitute a significant hazards 
concern.  

Section V - Impact of Changre 

This change will not adversely impact the following: 

(1) ALARA Program 
(2) Security and Fire Protection Programs 
(3) Emergency Plan 
(4) FSAR or SER Conclusions 
(5) Overall Plant Operations and the Environment 

Section VI - Conclusions 

The incorporation of this change: a) will not increase the 
probability nor the consequences of an accident or malfunction 
of equipment important to safety as previously evaluated in the 
Safety Analysis Report; b) will not increase the possibility for 
an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated 
previously in the Safety Analysis Report; c) will not reduce 
the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical 
Specification; d), does not constitute an unreviewed safety 
question; and e) involves no significant hazards considerations as 
defined in 10 CFR 50.92.
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Section VII - References 

(a) IP-3 FSAR 

(b) IP-3 SER 

(c) NSE-88-03-117 SWS, Rev. 0, "Operation with Service Water 
Temperature of 90°F, '" dated August 16, 1988.  

(d) "Update of INT Service Water Temperature JCO/ Recommendations, 
Indian Point Unit 3", by Westinghouse dated August 16, 1988.  

(e) "Indian Point Unit 3; JCO with a Service Water Temperature of 
90 Degrees F," by Westinghouse dated August 5, 1988.
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OPERATION WITJ SERVICE WATER TEorPERAr OF 900F 

The purpose of this evaluation is to demonstrate the 

acceptability of continued plant operation 
with service water 

temperatures in excess of the original design 
temperatures 

for this system for 1988. In addition, this evaluation 

addresses the impact of higher than design service water 

temperatures on the Component Cooling Water 
System.  

II. DZACRTfII{ 

The Service Water System is designed to supply cooling water 

from the Hudson River to various heat 
loads in both the 

primary and secondary portions of the plant. Provisions 

exist to assure a continuous flow of cooling water to those 

systems and components necessary for plant 
safety during 

normal operation or under abnormal and accident conditions.  

This is accomplished either directly 
or via the Component 

cooling Water System (CCWS). The Component cooling Water 

System is designed to remove residual and sensible heat from 

the RCS via the RHR loop during plant shutdown, to cool the 

letdown flow to the CVCS during power operation, and to 

provide cooling to dissipate waste heat from various primary 

plant components. During the injection phase of a LOCA 

(combined with a blackout) the CCWS serves as a heat sink for 

the high head Safety Injection (SI) pump 
bearings and 

recirculation pump motors. During the recirculation phase, 

the Component Cooling System serves as an intermediate loop 

for the transfer of decay heat from the 
recirculation sump 

via the RMM heat exchangers and for cooling of various heat 

loads associated with the safeguards pumps. The component 

cooling loop transfers its heat load to the Service Water 

System via the component cooling heat 
exchangers.  

The Indian Point 3 Technical Specifications 
do not contain a 

limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) or a Surveillance 

Requirement for a specific service water temperature of 850F.  

The Westinghouse Standardized Technical 
Specification (STS 

specify an LCO for an uXAr water temperature under an 

optional specification for Ultimate Heat sink. The STS 

further specifies a surveillance requirement to determine 

that the ultimate heat sink is operable 
at least once every 
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24 hours by verifying that the average water temperature is within its defined limit. Accordingly, at least once every 24 hours, the average service water temperature (i.e., IP-3 
ultimate heat sink) is verified less than 900P. The methodology used to determine the temperature of the water 
entering the service water system has been evaluated. It has been determined in Attachment 3 ("Service Water System Temperature Analysis") that the temperatures recorded at the circulating water inlets are accurate and that the average of 
these temperatures represents the temperature of the water 
entering the service water system.  

A Service Water temperature of 90F will affect ran Cooler 
Unit (FCU) performance and therefore, the containment 
integrity analyses as well as diesel generator operating 
temperatures.  

In addition, higher service water temperature will reduce the ability of the Component Cooling Water System to cool the 
various CCW heat loads during the post-LOCa recirculation 
phase.  

An evaluation has been performed to demonstrate that the 
post-DBE containment pressure will remain within the design pressure and that all components required to mitigate the accident will perform their intended function in their 
intended manner at service water temperatures up to 900F.  

Attachment 1 entitled, "Justification for Continued Operation 
with a Service Water Temperature of 900F at Indian Point Unit 3", documents the evaluations performed by Westinghouse.  
Specifically, the containment integrity analysis was 
reanalyzed for operation with service water temperature of 
900F at an initial containment temperature of 1300F. The 
increase in service water temperature to 90SF impacts the heat removal ability of the FCUs and results in a slight 
increase in the peak containment pressure (less than 1.5 psig) to 40.73 psig. The desi n case for an initial 
containment temperature of 120 F and service water 
temperature of 90°F was evaluated. Peak containment 
temperature was shown to remain below 40.6 psig for that 
case. This is well below the containment design pressure of 47 psig. Note that these calculated peak containment 
pressures are the same as those identified in NSE 8S-03-114 
SWS, which addressed service water temperatures up to 870F.  This is due to the enhanced modeling techniques employed in the containment integrity analysis for service water
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temperatur es up to 900%. Had these techniques been employed 
in the 87 F analysis, lower peak containment pressure. would 
have resulted, Containment leak rate testing has been 
performed at pressures in excess of the 40.73 psig peak 
containment accident pressure calculated for 900F service 
water temperature.  

The component cooling loop has 0been evaluated for a service 
water supply temperature of 90 F. The loop will provide 
sufficient cooling to enable continued sump and core 
recirculation following a LOCA. All safety-related heat 
loads served by Component cooling during the recirculation 
phase have been evaluated at a service water temperature of 
9 00F. In each case all required equipment is shown to remain 
operable at the elevated temperature of 90F over the time 
period for which it must function (24 hours in the 
recirculation phase followed by one year of long-term 
recirculation).  

in addition, certain other equipment cooled by Service Water 
is required to operate to support accident mitigation 
equipment, specifically the emergency diesel generators and 
FCU motor coolers. Accordingly, a review has been conducted 
to determine the impact of elevated service water 
temperatures on this equipment.  

With respect to the emergency diesels, Attachment 2 documents 
a service water system evaluation demonstrating that the 
diesels will remain oj9erable with service water supply 
temperatures up to 90 F for the maximum loading combination 
associated with the injection and recirculation phases of a 
design basis event. Similarly, the fan motor coolers have 
been evaluated (see Attachment 1) and shown to remain 
operable during the course of a design basis event for the 
elevated service water temperature condition.  

Service water is also provided to the instrument air 
compressors and CCR air conditioning. All safety systems are 
designed to perform their safety function with loss of 
instrument air. Service water that flows to the COR air 
conditioning will remain largely unchanged. Such air 
conditioning performance will not degrade beyond acceptable 
limits.  

The operability determinations for the various safety related 
loads (cooled by CCV) at the elevated. (9007) .service water 
temperature are contingent upon ccw heat exchanger exit.  
temperature not exceeding 15207. The CCW heat, exchanger exit
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temperature is the CCW supply temperature to the safety 
related loads. This 1520F temperature is the maximum exit 
temperature expected based on conservative calculations of heat input to the CCW loop and therefore serves as the 
limiting temperature for the equipment operability 
determinations. Accordingly, procedural precautions will require monitoring CCW exit temperatures during the 
recirculation phase with instruction to: 

1. Maximize the Service Water flow to the CCW heat 
exchangers.  

2. Maximize the use of available CCW Pumps.  

3. If only one Service Water Pump is operating, reduce the number of operating Recirculation Pumps to one.  

4. If only one Service Water Pump is operating, and 
CCW heat exchanger outlet temperture approaches 
1520F, prevent one Recirculation Pump from running 
through two RHR heat exchangers.  

5. Isolate CCW flow to the Spent Fuel Pit heat 
exchanger.  

III. REVIEW AND ANALYSIS 

See supporting documents attached.  

TV. SOIMIRY AND COCLBTONs 

In summary, the above described evaluation of plant 
operations at service water temperatures up to 900F can be 
performed based on the following conclusions: 

A. This change will not increase the probability of an occurrence or consequences of an accident or malfunction 
of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR. Temporary slant operation at service water 
temperatures up to 90 F will not result in peak accident 
containment pressure in excess of the containment design pressure nor above the maximum pressure at which 
containment and associated pressure containing 
components have been periodically tested. The component 
cooling system and the equipment cooled by it will 
remain operable to perform their safety related function
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during and following a design basis event. Accordingly, 
neither the probability of an occurrence'nor the 
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment 
important to safety will be increased.  

B. Temporar plant operation at service water temperature 
up to 90 F does not create the possibility of an 
accident or malfunction of any type other than those 
previously evaluate dint he FSAR.  

C. Service water temperature is not a parameter controlled 
by Technical Specifications. Accordingly, plant 
operation at service water temperatures up to 900F will 
not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the basis 
for the Technical Specifications. The design service 
water temperature of 85F is referenqed in the basis of 
certain technical specifications as an input to the 
calculation of the peak accident pressure of 40.6 psig 
(1200F initial containment temperature). Re-analysis of 
the containment pressure transient using more current 
modeling methods, for river water temperatures up to 
900F, all other conditions remaining the same, 
demonstrates that the peak accident pressure remains 
below 40.6 psi9. Therefore, this change does net reduca 
the margin of safety as defined in the basis of the 
Technical Specifications.  

D. Since the peak accident containment pressure is shown to 
be less than the design pressure and the pressure for 
which appendix J leak rate testing is performed and the 
component cooling system has been shown to remain 
operable plant operation at service water temperatures 
up to 90VF does not constitute an unreviewed safety 
question.  

E. As previously noted, there is no Technical Specification 
control relating to service water temperature.  
Accordingly, tempora~ plant operation at service water 
temperatures up to 90 F does not involve a change in 
Technical Specifications requiring pre-implementation 
review of the NRC.  

F. Temporary plant operation at service water temperatures 
up to 90UF does not affect the environmental impact of 
the plant or involve an unreviewed environmental safety 
question.
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NSE 88-03-117 SWS, REV. 0 G. TeMporar ue 
T0o plant operation at service water temperatures 

up to 90 F does not involve a change in the 
Environmental Technical Specifications.  

H. Tempora7 plant operation at service water temperatures 
up to g0 F does not impact and will not degrade the 
Security Plan, Quality Assurance Program or the Fire 
Protection Program.  

V. REFERENCES AND ATTACHMENTS 

I. JCO for Continued Operation with a Service Water 
Temperature of 900F, by Westinghouse dated August 16, 1988.  

2. Letter to Mr. L. Garafolo (NYPA) from Mr. A. B.  
Yanchitis (U&C), Re: Diesel Generator Cooling During 
Post-LOCA Injection (90SF river water).  

3. Service Water System Temperature Analysis.
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ATTACHMENT 1

Westinghouse Power Systems 
Electric Corporation 

Mr. Pete Kokolakis 
Manager, Nuclear LiJoetin 
New York Pc4r Authority 
123 Main Street 
thite Plains, NY 10601

1fLf-0-714 
Nuclr lechnology 

Systems Division 

Box 355 
PifltSkUri Pennsylvania 15230-D355 

Auust 16, 1988 
NS-OPI-OPL-II-88-53 5 

Mft.: INT-88-705, 
.2A.A O D /o

INDOhN POINr UNIT 3 

UPDALTE ON~ 241 SEVIM W='f a~gur

tear Mr. Koklakis: .

Reference 1 provided NYPA with a Justification for coninued Operation 

(JcO) for a Service Water System tsp~ature of 90 0F. The JOD was in 
part based on the operators taking action, if required, to limit mQznnt 
coolfng Water System (=4S) tsipertur to 1S2F. The 0ver letter 
transmittin the JCO included Westinghouse r 1 , -ixtations on hat 
op-ntor actions cou1d be used to limit CCWS teperatur. Follwia g 
additional analysis, Westirirnse has determined that COW9 teperature can 
be kept below 15720 with a slightly sirplified set of tar actios.  
These actions are listed below and should be performe the follawir 

1. Maximize the Servic Water flow to the OC3 1 t.lrs.  

2. Maximize the use of available CCq P]m:. :" 

3. if only one servie water Pump is operatWate &I t r of 
operating Reciroflatio Pumps to cm. "r""i-'-o 

4. If only oe Service Water it Ow h 
sctaigrsratet taeaturie agprc t 3.52-7, Xtwvut 

P=Jr~ati Am f m rnir thrcvg two IM 1stt exid~iamezu

5. Isolate 0C(3 flow to the Spent Fuel Pit heat andhage.

Of-11
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Page 2 

if you have any questlcns an the information presented in this letter 
please contact A. Ball, Jr. at (412) 374-5750 or the unesigned.  

Very truly yajrs, 

A.o ati irt M._-u,, 

A. M. Sicari

c: J. In 
S. Zul-a 
J. Ctmvan 
J. Kmm (I Field Sales) 
G. Fidler (W Site Servioe Mgr.) 
A. Ball, Jr.  
J. Jofacher 
P. bgnzt

F 'i
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Westingouse Power Systems NLC19VT.vo0oGy 
Electric Corporation systes Divison 

Box 355 
PjIisburgrf Pennsylvania 15230,0355 

MrT. Pete Kcokolakis 
Manager, Nulear Licensing Augst 5, 1988 
New York Power Authority IN1-88-705 
123 Main Street 
White Plains, NY 10601 

NEW YORK PWER AUTH TY 
hDAM4 POInT UNIT 3 

J WI A SERVICE ar TIMATURE OF 90 D!GXkES 

Dear Mr. Kokolakis: 

Attached to this letter is the Justification for Continued Operation (JCO) 
for Indian Point Unit 3 based upon a plant service water tenperature of 
900F. Ibis safety assesment addresses plant operation with the Hudson 
River water tenperature in excess of the Component Cooling Water System 
(cWS) design teperature and suWports the ability of the CCS to perform 
its Lnme safety function during Normal and Post-Accident conditions.  
It must be notW that in order to permanently dhare the Indian Point Unit 
3 design basis to inorporate a service water teperate of 900?, 
additional confirmatory design calculations will be required.  

Note that specific rw tenations regarding CCN pump opeating 
are proviaed In the attacred JO. Pleas De acvise tnat tue 

general reqAirents upon which these limits are based are to enoun that 
CCW otlet teperature ramins below 1520F. There are a nwaer of 
general methods to acc plish this.  

Inteim emergwcy operating procedures should be developed to be 
frnplasmnted if cpnntcooling heat echanger tepeabre are 
approahn 1500F. This ould coccur with possible canbinations of prps 
perating and the associatd flows to the heat axdng. The bject is 

to maximize the OW$ flow thirough the COW HX and to reduce the OC1 flow to 
the RHR HX, as necessary, to maintain CO WX tenperatures of 1500 or 
less. Provided below are = reome ations.  

init CC to below 1520F, allowing for insttmtnt accuracy. Steps 
should be taken in the following order:

1. Maximize the use of available service water suse m.
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2. Maximize the use of available CnK pumps.  

3. Reduce the nuber of operating recirvuation pres to 1.  

4. Prevent 1 reirculatir pmp frunning thnmi;i 2 W heat 
eCt arqers.  

5. Thrttle recirolaticn flow to the BM heat excdww not to fall 
below 2400 gpa. A IM heat excharqer tube side delta T should be 
reducS gradually to prevent isolating coooling flow.  

6. Isolate COW flow to the Spent Fuel Pit heat oaqer.  

If you have any questions on the information presented in this letter 
please rtact A. Ball, Jr. at (412) 374-5750 or the udersignwl.  

Very truly yoors, 
wwnuaisC CFci cRRATIK 

S. P Swigr, 
perating Plant ProjrtA 

cc: J. L=n 
S. Zula 
o. canavan 
3. Turn (Field Sal-) 
G. Fidler (Y-Site Service gr.) 
A. Ball, Jr., ECE-413 
3. F. Hofscher 
P. Rerut
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Justification for Continued Operation 

With a Service Water Tumperat:re of 900F 

at Indian Point Unit 3 

Irdian Point Uinit. 3 has requestd an evaluation of acceptable plant operation 
with a Service WatAr tent;ue of 90F. The Service water provides cooling 
for the COntainment Coollrq Fans ard fan cooler motors which provide safety 
related cntaiTmnt cooling. The Service Water system also ools the Caronnt 
Cooling Water System which in turn cools safety related c=rco t to si;wort 
post-Loss-of-Coolant Accident recirculatin.  

The following provides an evaluation of the possible safety ipact of ncrased 
Service Water telperature on the ability of the plant to perform the required 
safety functions associated with Contaixment Cooling Fans and Carponsnt Cooling 
Water.  

A. Q tairmant coolir Fans and Fan Cooler Motors 

The safety function of the Containment Cooling Fans affected by increasing 
Service Water -seratn= is the capability to cool the containment atmnjtt 
folowing a WCA. The Contaimnt Cooling Fans cperate as part of the 
COtairmnt Air Recirculaticn Cooling and Filtraticn System (CARCS). The 
MXCS was designed to recirculate and cool the contairment atncpbere in the 

event of a Iss-of-Co1lant Accident (UCh) and thereby ensee that the 
containuent pressue will not wed its design value of 47 psig at 2710F 
(100% relative Innidity). The Technical Specifications currently indicate that 
the calculated peak post-aocident containent pressure is 40.6 psi;. The 
Contairment COoling Fan fan-coolers transfer heat fram the containmnt 
atzmphere to the Service Water System. The heat transfer capability of the 
fan-coolers is ao~nted for in the cotairment interity analysis presented in 
FSAR Ciapter 14. Increasing the Service Water teperatre will affect the 
fan-c=oler perfoan and, therefore, affect the omntaimat intagrity 
analysis.  

In aditin, irasi the service water taerature to 90OF will have a 
al affect on the fan cooler =to coolers. Adequate cooling for the fan 

cooler motors is required to onurs that the fan coolers can oontl-b to 
operate in the post accident envircemnt.  

B. MtM= JoolMtfaf s 

The safety functions performd by the arponent Coolingj water (0aK) System are: 

1. Supply the necessary service water to enable *nn sump and core 
recirculation following a las-of-Coolant Accident (lCA).  

Following a design basis LOC (off-site power is assumed to be lost) the 
Mtzer=xy Core Cooling Syst (E=) draws water from the 1QT and injects



into the RCS cold legs. Pimped safety injetli is provided by the MR 
PL~teazd the High Head Safety Injection Pigjs. As the MI iniventory is 

2ieletdthe !fl3 1s SWitC2e* ran rn inj*=frS -hs to the 
reciration pai&. Durirx tre E= rijrclatnn pkwa the yutamn is 
arranmrd so that na iaciroxatlan a m tam r wtlm from the 
recircnatin aMp in tie co aism t flc asd deliver spilled motor 
oolant an borted refueling water back to the nore through the IMR heat 

m~darqru.The mtun1 ls, &U; rrothed to allow either of the MuR paip 
...... to take over the rwirculat-in function if required.  

For s all breaks the RCS depressurization is augmnted by stm dump and 
auxiliary feedwater aition to the steam generators. For sall breaks 
that do not depresurize enough to allow adeuate recirnulation flow from 
the Rcirculation Pams, the system is arranged to deliver water from the 
THR heat exchanger to the suction of the high head safety in3ecticn pmps 
and by this external route, to the reactor coolant loops. Thus, if 
dp sization of the Re proceeds slowly, the safety injection pmps may 
be used to augment the fw-presaure capacity of the Recirculation Pums in 
ret.rnirq the spilled coolant to the reactor. The Service Water System 
provides cooling to the Cmoiwnt Cooling Water loop, wich in turns cools 
the High Head Safety InJoectin Pump oil and seal olers, th Reirculatimn 
Pump motors, and the RMR pmp mehanical seals if the IR pmrs are 
required to provide backup to the recixoflation pmyps. Providing adequate 
cooling to these ccrponents ensures that post-ItCh long term cooling can be 
maintained.  

2. "One pmp (either recirwiation or residual heat rsmval) and one IFM heat 
exhanger of the recirvulation system provides sufficient cooled 
recirculated water to keep the core flooded tile simultaneously providing, 
if requized, sufficient contaiment spray flow to prrmvt the contaiment 
pressure rom rising above deign limits because of boiloff frrm the oeo.  
Only one puM ad one FM heat exchager are required to qprate for this 
capability at the earliest tim rzirculation in initiated. With a 
recircilation (or IM) pump in operation and with a spray haader valve 
open, no Cntainment Cooling Fans are required." (FPSR page 6. 3-10) 

The Service Water systm provides cooling water to the ocqnwnt cooling 
loop, which in turn, cools the MIR heat exchangers. Only ne Service Water 
Pump and one Cczqxment cooling water Ptmp and heat exchanger are requird 
to meet the coe cooling function.  

II. VAUMTIC 

A. nta mi-nt CoolingF

The limiting case - taimri~t integrity analysis case was rerun asswnr a 
Service Water teperaturg of 90F.  

The dauble-ended pump suction brwk case with minimum safeguards is the 
limiting case for cortairment integrity peak pressure oncrns. An analysis 
as perfonud to determine the effect of an increased Service Water tmpetraur 

of 90 0F, which affects the fan cooler perfor60e, on the peak calculated 
containment pressure response for this limiting case.
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Tease mo1 and approch used for this analysis was describod in 

Westinhoue letter INT-88-641, dated May 27, 1988. The results frM the 

analysis discussed in nT-88-641 showed a peak containment pressure of 39.39 

psig.  

,the initial ccrjtafruunt ta eatire utilized for the evaluation was 1300F.  

Th ea - ontAirMment preSsur based %Von the increased Service Water 
twperat=t ws calclated to be 40.73 psig whi h is belcw the dign Pressure 
of 47 pig msidearing an initial conta.int tArper&atuf of l20o'F, and a 

90o service water tpezs3atQl, the peak O=*atilf prsun is WeaS 406.  

- psig, 

B. 9Mnrnt =o11W~ waterSyl 

fThe ability of tin Cimant Cooling Water (WA) Systa to Perform its 
functions is evaluated below.  

I. SuWly the necessary cooling service to enable continuad comftint amp 

and core rw-irculaticn following a LoCA.  

The = pruvides c=olnir for the following heat loads during the powt-WOCA 
recirculation iase: 

- HHSI Purs (2) 
- Recirculation PxV (1) 
- MR heat cxhrqe (1) 
- spent Fuel Pit Heat Echarger 
- iRR P (if required to provide bacdwp to the rwirwlation pmp) 

This portion of the evaluation was performed to ensure that the CC3S 

provides sufficient ooling to the High Head Safety injection Pump oil 
coolers and seal coolers to ensure that the NEI pzq. can perorm their 

post-IX recirculation functions if required, and to ensure that tin CC 
provides sufficient cooling to the Reirclation Pump Moto air/water heat 
extaren to ensure that the Recirculation Pmps can perform their 
po St-LO recirculation function. In addition, an evaluation is provided 
for adequate cooling of the mach.anical seals if a NiM pmp is required as a 
backwp to the pirolation Pzmp.  

The ealuation deternned the CCS talperea as a function of time after 
the post-LOCA ECS recAraalation phase is established. 7he uiinmnt was 
the evaluated to ensmre that the CC$ cnfld provide adequate Oooling to 
WWsur pap w~rtion.  

%fnrenMt Coofrq Water T natur vs Time 

For thn post-Loc scesnario, the reclxar ltin pEa. was detri to be 
the rat lidting for the cOW system because the auxiliary heat load going 
to the WAM hmt Qxd=Ver wwuld be maximized due to the MM heat n@dw er 
coling the reclroulaticn amp water. Based cn the sump water 

tanpeatir, a CCW systan performance staty was done to dotelrflis the 
teatu history of the aw systa. The system aligmn asswe auring 
post-OXh recirwletian was a minzun safeguards aligrant of the COW,
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with orm CCW heat exchanger and one FM heat erhazqer in service. It was 
deteajri that at the peak rtain=t sMV tsperature of 2740F (w ich 
correspords to the time at which switchover to reciralation is initiated), 
the CCW teqwratre out of the CCf heat ex&mer will be no higher than 
1520?, and will deres ean is epect to be below 12O within 24 
hzes. The M heat exangers wi1l also act to redce the O ia ejt 
%uFw thina24 duin this period, which isaexpcted to fall below 

da 24 how pei. This tperatuz/tjMz data was then used 
to detenine the resulting efforts on the ocments receiving COW flow 
during a post-LOCA soario.  

O pnrq with a service water tenpeature of 900? may reqire oerators 
to take action to limit CW te ratur. to no grjratr thmn 1 %20 0 

(accouting for instxwMnt wmortainty) durirq post-LO= recircul1aticn.  

In addition to evaluatign the post-accident performance of the Ompcnt 
Coolir Water Systan, the lzact of 900? service Water was evaluated 
relative to the affect on the QS'B ftrctiais during r=ml qcaaticn.  

Tea in srvice durn normal operations that are cooled by the 
CMS wre ati based on feaack f m the plant anx inlude: 

- Eactor Vessel Support Pads 
- Letdon Heat MThaner. (normal letdown) 
- Seal water Heat hoarger (normal letdown) 
- PD Pmp () 
- Reactor Coolant PIMs (4) 
- Gross Failed Fuel Detector System 
- Spent Fuel Pit Heat Edwirer 
- Saie eat Ec&tare (1) 
- Waste gas cu r- o (1) 

The aCS not provide adquate oooling to ovsum that the abovereannl-o i 
oquipnnt operates within its design aCxditiais. The maximm noc,.,,-d 
=f 1 1 arature for steady-state operation is 1050F and is limited by the 

Reactor Coolant Pump.  

The 001q te-.perature was estimated basud on CM6 capability for several 
service Water t peraturs. Operation with a Service Water tS-fratue 
above 890? could rmlt in MM trperatures greater than 105%?, anM 
cwald rmit in dawg to the RC. Acceptable C' perforynwe is 
naintaind however, with a ervice water tsperatur of 900?, if CCn 
ta;erature realm below 1050.  

ncnt Evaluatio 

Varios auxiliary paps and associated apaurtomnes (such as oil oolers 
and seal coolers) will be subjected to the increased Ozpan Coalir, 
Water t aertures which have been identified for ntrna plant oprtion 
.M for the postLOCA recittulation tam. Th ir=cmd Opornt Coolirq 

Water twperaturs will have no detrinntal effet on the strrl 
integrity of the pumps. Thus the evaluatien of auxiliary pz pa concerns
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Caly the operability of pmps sfrich have agpurtemICS serviced by 
c=emnft cooling water. For the rtrml plant cpentiq mode, the 
evaluation is limited to the positive dimplacstfmt charmnl .P an tho 
waste gas carpssor. For the post-LOCA recrculation phase, the 

enaluatin is limited to the pecirculation Pmp octors, the Hig Head 
Safety Injetin Pnpse, and the R Pire.  

H=~Al plant MoerLiri 

The cnrpoent cooling water teratau durln ngrml plant operation will 

not eceed i05F. This coli water sevices the argilg puip lube oil 

coolr ard gyrol oil cooler and the waste gas caipzulo xecdwl±Cl seal 
cooler. Th thenml-hydraulic performance characteristiw of these coolers 

have been revieoed for the identified caPonnt cooling water flow rates 
and the maxima t8Rprature of 105F. It has been concluded tbat the 

equipwnt coolers are adequately sized to allw a=tnuzm Oerfation of the 
equipnent with the =ril plant capobt cooling water cditilS.  

PostLO& pecixniationiIts 

Mhe cPWpolt cooling water tarperature during the post-WMk reciclationl 
phas is 152F upon the initiaticn of r8cir at'on and deays to 1200 
withAn 24 hczzS. This cooling water services the SI rttilt'f pup 

otor coolers " the high head SI puwp eal water coolers and lube oil 
coolers. 2 descriptionS of th opeability evaluations for th 
[-amr;onenrt follow.  

sI Pi ryrulatioi Pup Mtfs 

The SI zucirvulation pup wtors are totally enclosed water to air cooled 

uctors. The rtor ehaust air is cooled by heat excangrs and 
reolnilated to the mtor air intakeis in an enwlosed system. The increased 
omwpat cooling ater teperature will result in inreased stator winding 

ard bearing ta ra . y e wtos w e originally qualified by 
CakP-7829 for a ootairmet ambient temperature of 324'?. ACtual 

ctintert temperatures for Indian Point Units 2 and 3 will not d 

270%. This qualification denutrated that the ttor wrding and 
bearing t -peratu wern well within acceptable limits with the ambient 

taerpeture of 324%F art variious cn xret Cooling water tapertits 

Based ax te raelts of W3CP-7829, the Stato r Winding tMperaetr wth 
ireased uoolirg wataer tmqwrtur are wq aI to ran within the 

sxz ala u ble tayertUre limit for class F insulati systas Thu 
no abrmmiInsul1ation degradation is eoece to ccur within the 24 hair 

period of ocaponnt cooling water tomperatures above 120%'. Th=0 will 
be no reduction of the rotor qualified life. The wtor bearing 
t s vfgPerat~res are p r Wkoninantly dependent On the ambient tarpentinexnd not 

the ccnetcooling water taqperaturG. The test results for the ambient 
teaperatire Of 324%F are bouriir for the actual ambient tinmeraturs in 
cojwr~cn with the inr~ease cwporet cooling water taperatlilt 
Theref ore, the recirculation pmp acmtors will ramin operable f=r the 
arrionet coolirg water tspttvrf experned during the post-O:1k 
reciraatiat phas.
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safey IicionW= 

Te safety injection pums contain two risanical seal coolers ar a lube 

oil cooler which are serviced y cmmonent cooling water. The mochical 
seal coolers are intend to maintain tarpertlAreS in the mechanical seal 
dwithin liits that will prevent abnormal seal WMar. Th lube oil 

coer is required to uiintain the oil taperatnz'S at a level which will 
provde asctlslubication to the bearingsan! prevent accelerated 

viscosity bremmid.n These coolers are s ied coolin Water thrct a 
coucm header which delivers a total of 15 qpm. The evaluation c1sidered 
that each cooler receives a cooling water flaorate of 5 qpu.  

... ip Meanical Seals 

7he high head SI pZtM utilize Jdn Cran ranical seals. TMe iwhanical 

seals are ooled by ocont colin water which flows thr 1 the pap 

oef. 0 ein. Sel dhntr flUiA is paped by a p.Ming ring th ro the 
mechanical seal coolers and returned to the seal chaiters. echanical 
seals are installed on both ends of the puw shaft and each seal has its 
omn wchanca3 seal cooler.  

The cooling water tsmpentur to the seal coolers was determined to be 

1520F at the bginning of the 0M d caying to 120%F within 24 bars.
The seal evaluation onsidered that 5 gym of cooling water floWs to each 
meal cooler. Th seal dhaber taparature is influenced by the pZp 
suction tape Azu due to migration of t m fluid into t seal 
chamer. Threfore it was also considered that the pmp suftion 
tePerature will correpord to the discharge taqpmaUre tM heat 

exchanger at the beginnfing of the ILok (apprxdntely 2150F) , reducing 
with time.  

The effect of elevated terpratires on the seal wold be an increase in 
seal wear and a reduction seal life. Tests perfored by the seal 
anufactur with 300F seal cavity twAeStUrn with no Seal colin 
resultad in insigificant war to the ails. The mwl taperatIn 
conditicns posed here are xmch less sVere eSpecially since there will be 

cooling of th. seal cavity tnperature from the sea oor1s.  
c=sequ y, it was determined that the post-OCA recirculation omnitioas 
will have little effect in reducing seal life. Lastly, both of thee seals 
are ftishad with a safety bushing which in th event of catastroihic 
failure to the primry seal will limit leakage fra the seal to maintain 
the operability of the SI pap.  

SI MPL uba OilQi 

lT safety injection paps utilize a pressurized lUbrication .yetaf which 
prvides oil to the two shaft Jpnal bearing and a thrust bearing. 'he 
hot oil leaving the berings is drained to a 3 gallon resrvoir. Th 
reservoir is the sur of oil for the lube oil pAp Whic mWlies Oil 
thral the lube oil cooler to the pump bering. The oil used in the 
puWe has a nominal viscosity rating of 150 SSU at 10.  

DI ed ozpmoant cooling water twperati will result in irgmeed oil
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iraturnes at both the inlet aM outlet of the pmr boarings. The ru 
bearing is the most sensitive to oil tsParature and is the source of the 
majority of heat load in the oil system, thus only the thrust bearing nust 
be evaluated for the inreased oil t*tq3eraturfl. The ja=nal bearins will 
be bounded by this evaluation since the heat load is less than the thrust 
bearing heat load.  

A therlml evaluation of the oil cooler for a cooling water flo rate of 5 
gpM demcnstrated that there will be an 18 degree temperature differential 
between the cooling water entring the cooler and the oil exiting the 
cooler. At the maxlnn cooling water tsperatare of 1520F, the oil 
leaving the cooler will have a t ure of 1700P. This taMperature 
orrIIqxrds to the thrst baring inlet tIV entn. The thrust bearing 
was analyzed for nninal 150 SSU oil at a twjperature of 170OF and the 
thrust load that will act on the bearing during the pos-tOM operating 
mode. me analysis d1zcnstrated that the oil viscosity at 170cP is 
admpate to maintain an oil film thkiolcoas sufficient to prevent bearing 
failure. The analysis also predicted a mzaxim bearing metal tamperature 
of 190?F and an oil outlet tmerature from the bearing of 1869F. The 
bearing metal t perature is well below the limit of 2000F wich will 
prevent accelerated bearing war. The oil outlet teaperature is slightly 
higher than the centinuum cparating limit of this oil, whid' is 1859F.  
Hoaever, for short tam peration oil t r as high as 1950L are 

able to prevent exoeaive oil vioity breakdown, since oil 
hra]lm is a fwrticn of both time and teaperature. The coolingqwater 
taerature will drcp by 3 degrees in less than 2 hr and t o 
t , ature at the bearing outlet will fall below the continns operating 
limit within this very short period of time. Thus the analyses of the lube 
oil cooler and the thrust bearing have istrated that the increased 
cuapoent cooling water temperatures will have no detri effect on the 
functioing of the SI puip lube oil system.  

RHR P-r Mchanical Seals 

The MM pzV is equiped with a mechanical seal cooler wich is serviced by 
cint cooling water. The mechanical seal cooler is intenled to 
maintain empetues in the mnucanical seal chber within limits that 
will prWvent Abnormal seal wear. me RM pmp meanical seals are 
mnufactured by John Crane and are very similar in design to the high head 
SI pup mechanical seals. The I pump mehanical seals will be subjected 
to a peak pap suction -eumture of 274 degrees, reduWi with tin, and 
a peak ,,,onent cooling water te=perature of 152 degrees F, also reucing 
with time. Thus the manufacturer test which qualified the seal for 300 
degree F seal drber teperature with no mal cooling bourns the RM pup 
=edanical seal operating =uttions. it was determined that the itreased 
c -Mannt ooling water taperabresM for the post-WON rudrazulaticn 
condition will have an insinificant effect an the mehnical seal life 
and will not affect the pmp operability.  

antnr Cntaie an na 

The Mtactar Contalmmnt Fan Cooler (RC) tor coolers are cooled by
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service Water and are therefore evaluated for an frcreae in Service Water 
t rature to 900F.  

w ACC motor are closed cycle air cooled units with an integral heat 
ex=ars monted in the base of the motor stand.  

the heat exxtnaer is cooled with sevim water and maintains the motor 
circulating air tweraturs below mxim= ontalrnnt taerature for 
accident oitiont. An increase of 5P° in the cooling water will cause 
a prqportional waull ineas in the motor ta-perature which will ot 
prent the mtor finn Performing its pst accident fuction. Dctetwd 
6eratian with 90 O water will result in a mall redction in qualified 
mtor life.  

onclusion of az ' Lla.il 

The auiliary piup and associated appartnwane have been evaluated fo 
th*ebicesed o z m et oooling water syste ta-;ra1r F . The evaluation 
detened that normal plant operation for exted periods of tizs with a 
cooling water taperature of 1050F will have no effect on the operability 
of the auxiliary puzqe. The evaluation also determined that a post-IOcA.  
Cooling water ta!eratire of 15207 decaying to 120 within 24 hours 
will have no effect an the oeability of the paps during this short 
period of oPeration. Beyond this 24 hour period of Operation, the pzps 
will remain capable of perfoming their long-term safety related fumctions 
with crapomnt coolin water tejjera below 1200F.  

2. Provide sufficient ooled reoixllation flow to prgvent crmtaint 
Pressure fron rising above design limits bemuse of boLloft from the core.  

The heat remoal capability of am train of Ctaimwn Coolirn Fars and 
one reciroalatiai loop was assessed. The heat transfer thr4 the fR 
heat emxtner to the 0CY in njuntion with the heat reoved by the 
0tamwt cooling Fns exca the t decy heat load during tra 
recirculation phase. Because the heat rsmoval capability sm eds the decay 
heat load, the omnalant ump 'a=atura dezeasem with tim as 
reflectt in the 0S4 taperature transient described above. It is our 
jtdGaO~nt, therefore, that adeate heat removal capability is provided to 
prevent the containme pressur from rising above design limits because of 
boiloff frIm the core during reciraflation.  

FSM Chapter 6.2.2 (page 6.2-10) states that if one reciraflation (or MM) 
pmp is in operation and one spray header valve is open, that no 
containment fans are required. This configuration (only orm isairulation 
Pup, and no Contalmit Cooling Fans available) is beyond the design basi 
as the Containment Air Recirmlation Cooling and Filtration system and the 
Cnist Spray System are both designed as a two train, redundant 
systemA. 7he single failure of One train of safeguards will provide a 
minimum of cne train (three out of five) of Wotalmant Cooling Pans and 
one recirculation loop (Rweclation Pimp, heat waftrer anspray header 
valve).
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III. mSM2ERY/CO C i 

westingase believes that the contine operation of Idian Point Unit 3 is 
justified for a Service Water Tevirture of 90yF based on the following: 

1. Cowtairmunt interity has ben reanalyzed with a Sevice Water tperature 
of 900F and it has been detained that acceptable containmnt cooling is 

2. The Ctpqxtent Cooling water syst has ben evaluated for a Service Water 
tEmperature of 90?F, and it has been determined that the ON pruvides 
stfficient cooling to enable cotinued mmp and cor recirulation 
fallowig a CA.  

3. 7h 'flezixalatios loW/Ompcmwnt Cooling Water Bytam and the Service 
Water/omtfint cooling fan heat rnvval capability is sufficient to 
pruvent containmest pressure from rising above design limits as a result of 
bofloff fran the core durin recirculation.  

4. MThe WS can perform its cooling fmations during mnial operations with a 
Servicie Water Thymertare of 900F.
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ATTACHMENT 
2

August 9, 1988

Re: DIESEL GENERATOR COOLING FOR POST-LOCA This teleocpy supercedes Telecopy 3262 sent on I/as, which addressed only 
diesel generator cooling durng t o L 1CA ico ddphase This 
telecopy addresses dese Post LOCA injection phase. This and recirculaton. generator cooling during both Post-LOCA injection As you requested, 

UNITED has performed 
Service Water (Sw) system capefrd an evaluation to determine if the 
Seric ter (oSW)O 'Ystem Can adequately cool the diesel generator coolers 
during the pont-LOcA injection phase when the river temperature is 900F.  The condition that UNITED has evaluated is as follows:

*Service water flow: 
River water temperaturet

At these service water condit mp , a heat load Of hssri atr on ons, the diesel generator cooler.-can Support 

hehatnoad of. aPro"mately 4.7 million Dtu/hr provided that the heat 

exchanger. are not fouled be ond foul n r r i ng th e post 
injection phase , bey-nd d- . esign fouling.r 

, ea 
into n has e - -diesel #32 would be operating at 2262 Du ng the Post-LOCA 
Of the FSAR) which corresponds to a heat load of 4.o millionD t S 

the coolers can support a heat load greater than the heat load appliedp the service water system can provide adequate cooling at 900F.  

Diesel generator cooling during the post-Loch recirculation phase was alma 

evaluated for a service water temperature of 900F. The results of this 

evaluation concluded that the diesel generator, could be adequately cooled 

for the recirculation phase service water conditions (Reference Calculation 
Set 6 6 04 .219edswoio . This evaluation assumed a guillone break of the 

10 inch Sw header supplying the diesel generator coolers, which resulted in 

a service water flay rate of approxi -tely 280 gpm to diesels 32 and 33.  Note that even at the maximum operating loads on the diesel generators 

during both the Post-LXA injection and recirculation phases as defined in 

Table 8.2-1 of the FSAR, the diesels would remain operable for all post LOCA 
operating modes with a service water temperature of 90o7.  UNITED will formalize the results of the evaluation for the Post-LOCA 
injection phase in a calculation set and submit it to NYPA by 8/19/88.

For conservatism, UNITED used a flow of 400 gpm, which corresponds to the Coolers' design flow. The actual service water flow during 
Injection, concurrent with loss of instrument air, would be 440 gpm.  
(Reference Case 4 of the Service Water Evaluation Report).

TELECopy NO. 263 
TO: L. GAROFOLO - wpo 
FROM; A BA YANCHITIS - UNITED 

(1 PAGE)

400 Spo
9f)oor
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SERVICE WATER TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS 

INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this analysis was to evaluate the methodoI _.
used to determine the temperature of the river water entering 
the service water system. The analysis addressed the follcwing 
areas: 

1) Accuracy of the instrumentation used.  
2) Determination of service water system inlet 

temperature.  
3) Dynamics of the Hudson river Adjacent to the plant.  

DISCUSSION 

1. Accuracy of Instrumentation 

The temperature of the river water entering the service 
water system is determined hourly by monitoring temperature 
readings at six different locations in the circulating 
water system of Unit #3. These readings are taken in each 
of the circulating water pipe inlets to the main 
condenser. The temperature sensors utilized are 
thermocouples which provide their signals to a central 
processing unit, the output of which is available to the 
plant operators. The indicated temperature readings have 
been verified to be within 0.5 degree F of calibrated 
thermometer readings at approximately 850 F.  

2. Determination of Service Water System Temperature 

Water temperature is measured across the entire face of the 
intake i.e., in each of the six circulating water inlet 
pipes. The temperature variation among the intake pipes 
during the summer is less than 10 F. This small 
temperature variation is due to the fact that river flew in 
front of the plant is highly dynamic and nonuniform. As a 
result of the small temperature variation across the 
intake, and the fact that the service water bays are 
located in the center of the intake, it is reasonable to 
assume that the arithmetic average of the six circulating 
water bay temperatures represents the temperature of the 
water entering the service water system.



3. Hydrodynamics of the Hudson River Adlacent to the Plant 

The temperature that is observed during ebb tide represents 
the ambient temperature of the river in the Indian Point 
vicinity, i.e., that which exists without the recirculation 
of heated water discharged from the plant.  

During ebb tide and slack before flood tide, heated water 
from the discharge canal is transported and remains 
downriver of the plant. Under these tidal conditions, the 
temperature of water withdrawn by the plant from the river 
would be that of ambient river water.  

During flood tide and slack before ebb tide, heated water 
from the discharge canal that is recirculated in front of 
the intake, could increase the temperature of the river in 
the Indian Point vicinity by up to 5 0F. If the discharge 
of heated water into the river is terminated during slack 
before ebb tide, any residual heated water in front of 
Inddian Point would be relatively stationary. Under this 
scenario, water temperatures above river ambient that are 
due to the recirculation of heated discharge water, could 
occur for up to the length of the slack tide, i.e.  
approximately 1 hour. After slack tide, the water mass in 
front of the plant would be swe pt downriver by the ebb 
tide. If the discharge of heated water into the river is 
terminated during flood tide, the movement of the tide would 
displace heated water upriver where it would be diffused.  

CONCLUS IONS 

The methodology used to determine the temperature of the river 
water entering the service water system has been evaluated. It 
has been determined that the temperatures recorded at the 
circulating water inlets are accurate and that the average of 
these temperatures represents the temperature of the water 
entering the service water system. The highest temperature in 
the service water system would occur during the periodic 
recirculation of heated water discharged into the river during 
normal plant operation.
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.Table 11-3. Ten-year (1959-1969) average Hudson River temperatures (OF) in the vicinity of Indian Point

May June 

Maximum Mean Maximum Mean

57.0 
57.0 
59.0 
59.0 
59.0 
59.0 
59.0 
59.0 
59.0 
59.0 
61.0 
61.0 
61.0 
63.0 
63.0 
59.0 
59.0 
63.0 
63.0 
63.0 
63.0 
63.0 
63.0 
63.0 
65.0 
65.0 
65.0 
65.0 
65.0 
67.0 
66.0

51.4 
52.2 
52.2 
52.9 
53.2 
53.4 
54.1 
54.6 
54.7 
55.2 
55.4 
55.7 
55.9 
56.4 
56.6 
56.5 
56.8 
58.1 
58.4 
58.9 
59.1 
59.7 
59.7 
60.3 
61.1 
61.7 
61.9 
62.0 
61.8 
62.6 
62.6

67.0 
67.0 
68.0 
68.0 
67.0 
68.0 
68.0 
68.0 
69.0 
70.0 
70.0 
71.0 
70.0 
70.0 
71.0 
71.0 
72.0 
71.0 
70.0 
71.0 
71.0 
72.0 
72.0 
73.0 
73.0 
73.0 
73.0 
76.0 
76.0 
78.0

63.1 
63.7 
63.7 
64.0 
64.4 
64.7 
65.3 
65.9 
66.4 
67.0 
67.5 
67.8 
68.0 
68.4 
68.8 
68.8 
68.9 
69.0 
68.9 
69.1 
69.6 
70.4 
70.5 
71.1 
71.3 
71.2 
71.2 
72.3 
72.8
73.3

July August 

Maximum Mean Maximum Mean

79.0 
75.0 
76.0 
76.0 
76.0 
76.0 
76.0 
76.0 
76.0 
77.0 
78.0 
79.0 
79.0 
80.0 
81.0 
81.0 
80.0 
80.0 
80.0 
80.0 
79.0 
79.0 
79.0 
79.0 
80.0 
80.0 
81.0 
79.0 
81.0 
80.0 
81.0

74.4 
74.1 
74.3 
74.1 
74.0 
73.6 
74.0 
74.4 
74.5 
75.1 
75.1 
75.6 
75.8 
75.8 
75.8 
76.0 
76.0 
76.3 
76.4 
76.5 
76.8 
76.9 
77.0 
77.1 
77.4 
77.2 
77.7 
77.2 
77.4 
77.3 
77.7

81.0 
81.0 
81.0 
81.0 
81.0 
81.0 
81.0 
81.0 
81.0 
81 .0 
80.0 
80.0 
79.0 
80.0 
80.0 
80.0 
80.0 
80.0 
80.0 
80.0 
81.0 
81.0 
80.0 
79.0 
79.0 
79.0 
79.0 
78.0 
79.0 
78.0 
78.0

Date

Source: U.S. Geological Survey data supplied by applicant (ER, IP-3, Suppl. 11, Table 9-1).

September October 

Maximum Mean Maximum Mean 

78.0 76.0 73.0 69.3 
78.0 75.9 73.0 68.9 
78.0 75.9 73.0 68.7 
78.0 75.9 72.0 67.9 
79.0 75.5 72.0 67.7 
79.0 75.2 72.0 66.6 
79.0 74.8 71.0 66.6 
79.0 74.8 71.0 66.3 
78.0 74.5 71.0 66.1 
78.0 74.8 71.0 65.9 
79.0 74.8 71.0 65.7 
79.0 74.5 71.0 65.5 
79.0 74.3 70.0 65.2 
79.0 73.8 70.0 65.0 
80.0 73.5 68.0 64.7 
79.0 73.1 68.0 64.6 
78.0 72.8 68.0 64.6 
76.0 72.1 68.0 64.4 
76-0 72.4 67.1) 63.6 
76.0 71.9 66.0 63.3 
761) 71.6 66.0 62.9 
74.0 70.9 64.0 62.2 
75.0 71.1 64.0 62.2 
73.0 70.4 64.0 61.6 
75.0 70.5 64.0 61.4 
75.0 70.3 64.0) 6(0.9 
75.0 69.6 64.0 601.8 
75.0 69.9 63.0 6(0.5 
74.0 69.3 63.0 60.0 
73.0 68.7 61.0 59.4


